Questions & Responses No. 1 to the
Invitation for Bids (IFB)
Project No.: K21-0037-89
Project Title: Thermal Temperature Screening Kiosks

Prospective Bidders:

The following questions for the above referenced RFP were received by e-mail and are answered and posted for all prospective Offerors. The statements and interpretations contained in the following responses to questions are not binding on the Maryland Judiciary unless the RFP is expressly amended. Nothing in the Maryland Judiciary’s response to these questions is to be construed as agreement to or acceptance by the Maryland Judiciary of any statement or interpretation on the part of the Offeror asking the question.

1. **Question:** All of the assembly for our kiosks is performed in the US. However, some of the components are manufactured outside the country. Does every component of the system have to be manufactured in US or are there specific guidelines what has to be manufactured where to qualify for this bid?

   **Response:** This is not a requirement in the IFB. Bidders must follow the specifications as written.

2. **Question:** Are you looking also for a server to capture historic visitor / temperature data, including dashboards and identifying patterns for the out-of-range readings? If yes - do you prefer Cloud or In-house deployment for the server?

   **Response:** No.

3. **Question:** Will you be providing power and network to each location? If yes - please, advise if network will be ethernet or WiFi? If no - is vendor responsible for taking care of both during the install?

   **Response:** The District Court will provide the electricity. A networked system is not desired, therefore a network connection is not necessary.

4. **Question:** Would you like the “Wall Signage” (2.3.1, b, iv) to be traditional static signage? Or are you open to Broadcast or Interactive Digital Communications solutions that might also enable you to communicate things such as: FAQ’s, Emergency Notifications, Wayfinding information, etc.?

   **Response:** We want plain wall signs.
5. **Question:** Do you have Quantities in mind for the signs?

   **Response:** One sign per station, and for dimensions the minimum size is approximately 8-1/2" X 11” – a little larger may be acceptable.

6. **Question:** How many floor stickers are required in each location?

   **Response:** Two per station.

7. **Question:** Will power be available?

   **Response:** Yes.

8. **Question:** I had a question about the term “turnkey”. Can I assume that there will be an outlet provided to plug the kiosks into?

   **Response:** Yes.

9. **Questions:** Is “Seek-Scan” the name of a manufacturer?

    **Response:** The Judiciary is unable to identify the manufacturer. Information on the Seek Scan system can be found at https://www.thermal.com/seekscan.html.

10. **Question:** Are the kiosk going to be mounted to the floor or wall? Our device is secured on a stand but will be situated for individuals that stand in front of the device. What will be done for individuals that require wheelchair accessibility?

    **Response:** The device will be affixed on stand (kiosk). A solution for wheelchair accessibility will be handled internally.
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